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ABSTRACT
To investigate the dynamics of the galaxy cluster A2142, we compile an extended catalog of 2239 spectro-
scopic redshifts of sources, including newly measured 237 redshifts, within 30 arcmin from the cluster center.
With the σ-plateau algorithm from the caustic method, we identify 868 members and a number of substructures
in the galaxy distribution both in the outskirts, out to ∼3.5 Mpc from the cluster center, and in the central re-
gion. In the outskirts, one substructure overlaps a falling clump of gas previously identified in the X-ray band.
These substructures suggests the presence of multiple minor mergers, which are responsible for the complex
dynamics of A2142, and the absence of recent or ongoing major mergers. We show that the distribution of the
galaxies in the cluster core and in several substructures are consistent with the mass distribution inferred from
the weak lensing signal. Moreover, we use spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy to measure the redshift of
different regions of the intracluster medium within ∼3 arcmin from the cluster center. We find a ring of gas near
the two X-ray cold fronts identified in previous analyses and measure a velocity of this ring of 810± 330kms−1
larger than the cluster mean velocity. Our analysis suggests the presence of another ring surrounding the core,
whose velocity is 660 ± 300kms−1 larger than the cluster velocity. These X-ray features are not associated to
any optical substructures, and support the core-sloshing scenario suggested in previous work. a
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: general, galaxies: clusters: individual (Abell 2142), galaxies: clusters:
intracluster medium
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters link the evolution of the large-scale struc-
ture to the astrophysical processes on smaller scales, and the
study of their assembling is thus crucial to understand the
hierarchical evolution of the universe. The commonly ac-
cepted scenario is that clusters form and evolve via accre-
tion and merging of smaller halos. This scenario is suggested
by many dynamical features observed in clusters: substruc-
tures in the galaxy distribution (Geller & Beers 1982; Wen &
Han 2013; Guennou et al. 2014; Girardi et al. 2015; Zarat-
tini et al. 2016); apparent global rotation of clusters (Hwang
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& Lee 2007; Manolopoulou & Plionis 2017); clumpy distri-
butions (Gutierrez & Krawczynski 2005; Parekh et al. 2015;
Yu et al. 2016; Parekh et al. 2017) and bow shocks (Marke-
vitch et al. 2002, 2005) in the intracluster medium (ICM) ob-
served in X-rays; the elongated or peculiar distributions of ra-
dio emission (Feretti et al. 2012; Govoni et al. 2012; Riseley
et al. 2017; Rajpurohit et al. 2018); the substructure distribu-
tion of the dark matter, inferred from gravitational lensing ob-
servations (Okabe & Umetsu 2008; Okabe et al. 2014; Grillo
et al. 2015; Caminha et al. 2017). In addition, “cold fronts”
are frequently observed in X-ray images of clusters (Marke-
vitch et al. 2000; Sanders et al. 2005, 2016; Ichinohe et al.
2017), including some regular and relaxed clusters (Mazzotta
et al. 2001; Clarke et al. 2004). Cold fronts are X-ray sur-
face brightness edges with approximately continuous pressure
profile across the density discontinuity, at odds with the large
pressure jump of shock fronts.
The massive cluster A2142 is one of the most representa-
tive clusters with cold fronts. Its Chandra image exhibits an
elongated X-ray morphology, and two prominent cold fronts
in the opposite directions along the longest axis (Markevitch
et al. 2000). The scenario of A2142, suggested by these ob-
servational features, was at first envisioned as a pericentric
merging of two subclusters, with the two cold fronts delineat-
ing the subcluster cores that have survived the merging. This
hypothesis was denoted the “remnant core” scenario (Marke-
vitch et al. 2000), and is appropriate for merging clusters with
prominent signatures of recent or ongoing mergers. How-
ever, A2142 shows an almost regular morphology and appears
relaxed at large radii, unlike 1E 0657-56 (Markevitch et al.
2002), A520 (Govoni et al. 2001; Markevitch et al. 2005; De-
shev et al. 2017), and other clusters with cold fronts, which
clearly appear unrelaxed. Therefore, Tittley & Henriksen
(2005); Markevitch & Vikhlinin (2007); Owers et al. (2011)
proposed an alternative model, where the observed cold fronts
derive from a sloshing cool core (Markevitch et al. 2001; Chu-
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2razov et al. 2003).
More recently, another cold front in A2142, at about 1 Mpc
from the center to the southeast, was discovered by Rossetti
et al. (2013) with XMM-Newton observations, showing that
the sloshing in A2142 is not confined to the core, but extends
to much larger scales. In addition, both XMM-Newton (Eck-
ert et al. 2014) and Chandra (Eckert et al. 2017) detected a
falling clump of hot gas in the outskirts, suggesting that the
merging process is still ongoing. Two giant radio halos in-
volved with the sloshing of the cluster core were also revealed
by LOFAR and VLA observations (Venturi et al. 2017).
Additional information on the complex dynamics of A2142
derives from the optical band. The presence of substructures
in the galaxy distribution was first pointed out by Oegerle
et al. (1995) with 103 spectroscopically confirmed galaxies.
Based on the spectroscopic redshifts of 956 member galaxies,
Owers et al. (2011) concluded that some earlier minor merg-
ers can have induced the sloshing of the core in A2142. More
recently, Einasto et al. (2017) suggested that A2142 formed
through past and present mergers of smaller groups, deter-
mining the complex radio and X-ray structure observed in this
cluster.
All these increasingly rich observational data in different
bands provide relevant details of the dynamics of A2142 that,
when combined, can further clarify the scenario of the for-
mation of A2142. Here, we provide a step forward in this
direction, by combining the information provided by the opti-
cal and X-ray spectroscopy and by the dark matter distribution
reconstructed from weak-lensing data. The three methods are
complementary, and their combination helps to better under-
stand the assembly history of the cluster and to understand the
possible systematic errors of each method (see, e.g., Hwang
et al. 2014 and Yu et al. 2016).
The hierarchical tree method based on optical spectroscopy
for the investigation of substructures in galaxy clusters was
introduced by Serna & Gerbal (1996). Diaferio (1999) and
Serra et al. (2011) improved this approach by developing
the σ-plateau algorithm for the automatic identification of a
threshold to trim the hierarchical tree and identify the cluster
substructures. The σ-plateau algorithm is part of the caus-
tic method (Diaferio & Geller 1997; Diaferio 1999) that esti-
mates the mass profile of galaxy clusters out to regions well
beyond the virial radius (Serra et al. 2011) and identifies the
galaxies members of the cluster (Serra & Diaferio 2013). Yu
et al. (2015) investigate in detail the performance of the σ-
plateau algorithm to identify the substructures in the distribu-
tion of the cluster galaxies. Substructure properties, including
their redshift, velocity dispersion, and morphology, can pro-
vide relevant information on the dynamics of the cluster.
In addition to the optical information, fitting the position of
the iron Kα line in the X-ray spectrum coming from a defined
region of the ICM provides an accurate measure of its red-
shift (Dupke & Bregman 2001a,b, 2006; Liu et al. 2015). By
measuring the redshift of different ICM regions, one can infer
a map of the radial velocities of the ICM, which, again, pro-
vides constraints on the modelling of the ICM dynamics: with
this technique, Liu et al. (2016) identified the presence of sig-
nificant bulk motions in the ICM of A2142 at a 3σ confidence
level.
The optical and spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy were
successfully combined for the first time by Yu et al. (2016) for
the cluster A85, to unveil the origin of its complex accretion
process (see also Song et al. 2017 for A2199). Here, we apply
this new strategy to investigate the dynamics of A2142.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
our new and extended optical spectroscopic catalog; In Sec-
tion 3, we identify the substructures in the galaxy distribution;
In Section 4, we describe the spatially-resolved ICM redshift
measurements. In Section 5, we present the method and re-
sults of the weak-lensing analysis, and in Section 6, we infer
the dynamical state of A2142 by combining the information
coming from our analyses of all the data. We conclude in Sec-
tion 7. Throughout this paper, we adopt the 7 years WMAP
cosmology, with Ωm= 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, and H0 = 70.4 km
s−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011). All the errors we mention
are 1σ confidence level.
2. OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPIC SAMPLE
We compile the currently largest catalog of 2239 spectro-
scopic redshifts in the field of view of A2142. Our catalog
covers an area of 1◦×1◦ around the cluster center, correspond-
ing to an area 7 × 7 Mpc2 at the cluster redshift z = 0.09; the
redshifts in our catalog are in the range [0.01, 0.6]. Our cat-
alog includes 1270 redshifts from the catalog of Owers et al.
(2011) which are not in the SDSS DR13 (SDSS Collaboration
et al. 2016); Owers et al.’s full catalog lists 1635 redshifts in
the range z = [0.0088, 3.8]. In our sample, we include 731
additional redshifts from SDSS catalog and one redshift from
Oegerle et al. (1995). In June 2014, to secure more redshifts,
we made additional spectroscopic observations with the 300
fiber Hectospec multi-object spectrograph on the MMT 6.5m
telescope (Fabricant et al. 2005). To obtain a high, uniform
spectroscopic completeness in the cluster region, we weighted
the targets according to their r-band apparent magnitudes in-
dependently of colors. We used the 270 line mm−1 grat-
ing for Hectospec observations, which gives a dispersion of
1.2 Å pixel−1 and a resolution of ∼ 6 Å. The resulting spec-
tra cover the wavelength range 3650–9150 Å. We observed
one field with ∼250 target fibers for 3×20-minute exposures.
The spectra were reduced with the Mink et al. (2007) pipeline,
and were cross-correlated with template spectra to determine
the redshifts using RVSAO (Kurtz & Mink 1998). We visu-
ally inspected all the spectra, and assigned a quality flag to
the spectral fits with “Q” for high-quality redshifts, “?” for
marginal cases, and “X” for poor fits. We then use only the
spectra with reliable redshift measurements (i.e., “Q”). In to-
tal, we obtained 237 additional redshifts in the field.
Owers et al. (2011) and Geller et al. (2016, 2014) show
that there is basically no systematic bias, between MMT and
SDSS sources; therefore, it is appropriate to merge the two
data sets in the same catalog. As mentioned above, the cata-
log of Owers et al. (2011) include redshifts that also appear in
the SDSS catalog: we always choose the SDSS measures in
this case, because their errors are smaller.
In Figure 1, we show the spectroscopic completeness for
mr,Petro,0 ≤ 20.5. The two-dimensional completeness map is
in 9×9 pixels for the 42′ × 42′ field of view. The overall com-
pleteness throughout this field is 75%, with a small spatial
variation.
A sample of the redshift catalog is given in Table 1. For
each galaxy, the table contains the SDSS ObjID, right ascen-
sion R.A., declination Dec., r-band Petrosian magnitude with
Galactic extinction correction from SDSS, the redshift z, the
uncertainty in z, and the spectrum and redshift source. The
full version of the table is available in the online journal.
Our catalog contains 604 redshifts in addition to the Owers
et al. (2011) catalog. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
redshifts in our catalog. There are 1117 redshifts in the range
3Fig. 1.— Spectroscopic completeness in the field of A2142.
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Fig. 2.— The redshift histogram of A2142. The green bars show the distri-
bution of the field galaxies. The blue bars show the galaxies whose redshifts
range from 0.07 to 0.11 (vertical dashed lines). The red solid line is the Gaus-
sian fit result after the 3σ clipping (Yahil & Vidal 1977).
z = [0.07, 0.11], out of which 63 were not in the Owers et al.
(2011) catalog. The 3σ clipping procedure (Yahil & Vidal
1977) removes 50 galaxies and thus leaves 1067 galaxies as
possible cluster members. The mean redshift and the redshift
dispersion of these 1067 galaxies are 0.0901 ± 0.0001 and
0.0040, respectively.
3. SUBSTRUCTURES IN THE GALAXY DISTRIBUTION
For a quantitative investigation of the distribution of galax-
ies, we adopt the σ-plateau algorithm. To set up a familiar
framework to our results, we also provide an analysis based
on the Dressler-Shectman (DS) test, which is more commonly
used in the literature.
3.1. Results from the σ-plateau algorithm
The σ plateau algorithm, implemented within the caustic
method (Diaferio & Geller 1997; Diaferio 1999; Serra et al.
2011), is based on optical spectroscopic data and provides
an extremely efficient procedure to identify both the cluster
members (Serra & Diaferio 2013) and the cluster substruc-
tures (Yu et al. 2015). Unlike the DS method, which only
suggests the presence of substructures but does not unambigu-
ously identify them, the σ-plateau algorithm returns a list of
the individual substructures and their members.
The method consists in a classical approach to cluster anal-
ysis for grouping sets of objects with similar properties. The
caustic method groups the galaxies in the field of view in a
binary tree according to an estimate of their pairwise binding
energy, derived from the projected separation and the line-of-
sight velocity difference of each galaxy pair.
The main branch of the binary tree is the path determined
by the nodes of the tree which contain the largest number of
galaxies, or leaves, at each bifurcation. The velocity disper-
sion σi of the leaves of each node i decreases, on average,
when walking along the main branch from the root to the
leaves.
When the binary tree is built with the galaxies in a field of
view containing a galaxy cluster (see Figure 3 for our red-
shift catalog of A2142), the velocity dispersion σi along the
main branch settles onto a σ plateau in between two nodes, as
shown in Figure 4, where we plot the velocity dispersion σi
as a function of the main branch node of A2142. This plateau
originates from the quasi-dynamical equilibrium of the clus-
ter: the velocity dispersions σi of the nodes closer to the root
(on the left of Figure 4) are larger than the plateau, because
these nodes contain a large fraction of galaxies that are not
cluster members; the velocity dispersions of the nodes closer
to the leaves (on the right of Figure 4) are smaller than the
plateau because, at this level, the binary tree splits the cluster
into its dynamically distinct substructures.
The two boundary nodes of the plateau thus identify two
thresholds that are used to cut the tree at two levels: the
threshold closer to the root identifies the cluster members; the
threshold closer to the leaves identifies the cluster substruc-
tures (see Serra & Diaferio 2013; Yu et al. 2015, for further
details). All the systems with at least 6 galaxies below this
second threshold enter our list of substructures. Here, as the
minimum number of substructure members, we adopt 6 galax-
ies, rather than 10 galaxies as chosen by Yu et al. (2015),
which appears to be too severe and can exclude real, albeit
poor, substructures.
In the plot of the velocity dispersion along the main branch
of the binary tree of A2142 shown in Figure 4 we can see
three, rather than one, plateaus: this feature is typical of clus-
ters with complex dynamics (Yu et al. 2015). The left node,
shown by the open red triangle, of the first plateau at ∼950
km s−1, is the threshold that identifies the cluster. The left
node, shown by the open red square, of the second plateau at
∼870 km s−1, is the threshold that identifies the cluster sub-
structures. The left node of the third plateau at ∼700 km s−1,
shown by the open red circle, further splits the cluster core
into additional substructures, as we illustrate below.
The caustic method uses the galaxies identified by the first
threshold only to locate the celestial coordinates and the red-
shift of the cluster center. As discussed by Serra et al. (2011)
4TABLE 1
Redshift catalog in the fields of A2142
ID SDSS ObjID R.A.2000 Dec.2000 mr,Petro,0 z uz z sourceb
(DR13) (deg) (deg) (mag)
26 1237662305125859528 239.041210 27.002581 16.950 0.06760 0.00003 SDSS
27 1237662339475571013 239.041485 27.233463 17.867 0.18976 0.00007 MMT
28 1237662339475571047 239.042569 27.177706 16.879 0.09650 0.00001 SDSS
29 1237662339475571048 239.045342 27.174775 20.041 0.09611 0.00019 Owers
30 1237662305662664876 239.046669 27.442754 18.429 0.17523 0.00007 MMT
......
1 This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and
content.
2 (1) MMT: This study; (2) Owers: Owers et al. (2011); (3) SDSS: SDSS DR13; (4) Oegerle:Oegerle et al. (1995);
3 The SDSS ObjIDs starting with ”12” and ”58” come from SDSS DR13 and DR7, respectively.
Fig. 3.— The dendrogram tree of 1997 redshifts in the range [0.01, 1.0]. The two solid horizontal lines are the first and second thresholds. The colors indicate
different structures. The red part corresponds to sub0 in Table 2. The heavy black line shows the main branch of the binary tree.
and Serra & Diaferio (2013), once the cluster is the dominant
system in the field of view, the selection of the cluster center
is not strongly affected by the selection of the first thresh-
old of the binary tree. To identify the cluster members, the
method first locates the caustics in the cluster redshift dia-
gram, the plane of the line-of-sight velocity of the galaxies
and their projected separation from the cluster center (Figure
5). The caustics measure the galaxy escape velocity from the
cluster, corrected by a function of the velocity anisotropy pa-
rameter (see Serra et al. 2011 for details): the galaxies within
the caustics are thus the members of the clusters. With this
approach, we identify 868 galaxy members of A2142. This
number is consistent with, albeit smaller than, the 1067 mem-
bers identified with the 3σ clipping method (see Sect. 2), and
the 956 members identified by Owers et al. (2011) with the
van Hartog and Katgert method (den Hartog & Katgert 1996).
The difference derives from the small fraction of interlopers
misidentified as members by the caustic method: on average,
only 2% of the caustic members within the cluster virial ra-
dius actually are interlopers and only 8% within three times
the virial radius are interlopers (Serra & Diaferio 2013).
Table 2 summarizes the basic properties of the substruc-
tures, from sub0 to sub19, identified by the second thresh-
old at ∼870 km s−1 shown in Figure 4. We also list the
mean redshifts zo of the substructures with their uncertainty
errz = vdisp/
√
Ngal, where vdisp is the velocity dispersion and
Ngal is the number of members of the substructure (Ivezic et al.
2014). Within the substructure sub0, the third threshold at
∼700 km s−1 identifies, at a lower level of the hierarchical
clustering, six additional substructures that we list as sub00 to
sub05 in Table 2. To assess whether these substructures cor-
respond to physical systems rather than being chance align-
ments of unrelated galaxies, below we will combine these
results with results from additional probes, including X-ray
emission and gravitational lensing measurements.
Here, we also consider the relation between these substruc-
tures and the top five brightest (r-band Petrosian magnitudes)
galaxies in the cluster (labelled as BG1−5). They are all clus-
ter members, except BG2. BG1 and BG2 are also well known
Brightest Cluster Galaxies. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the
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Fig. 5.— The redshift diagram of A2142. The solid lines show the caustic
location. The blue crosses show the cluster members identified by the caustic
method. We also show the location of the five brightest galaxies BG1−5.
brightest one – BG1 – is in sub00, which is the core of the
cluster. BG2 is a member of sub02 with a substantial ve-
locity offset: its line-of-sight velocity is 312 km s−1 larger
than the mean velocity of the members of sub02. The spiral
galaxy BG3 is a member of sub17, a system in the outskirts
of the cluster; unfortunately, this region is spectroscopically
severely undersampled and we are unable to draw any solid
conclusion. Finally, the elliptical galaxy BG4 and the interact-
ing galaxy BG5 are members of sub04 and sub9 respectively.
We will discuss the properties of sub9 and BG5 in section 6.
3.2. Results from the Dressler-Schectman test
The Dressler-Shectman (DS) test is largely used for the
investigation of cluster substructures when optical spectro-
scopic data are available (Dressler & Shectman 1988; Pinkney
et al. 1996). The test requires the identification of the N clus-
ter members, which is usually obtained by removing the pos-
sible interlopers with the 3σ clipping procedure (Yahil & Vi-
dal 1977). Around each cluster member i, we identify the
Nlocal =
√
N closest neighbors whose mean velocity vilocal and
TABLE 2
Physical properties of the substructures
GroupID Ngal zo vdisp (km s−1)
cluster 868 0.08982 ± 0.00010 902 ± 22
sub0 311 0.08977 ± 0.00017 901 ± 36
sub1 12 0.09590 ± 0.00042 431 ± 91
sub2 7 0.08623 ± 0.00011 89 ± 25
sub3 14 0.08776 ± 0.00041 462 ± 90
sub4 12 0.08725 ± 0.00041 428 ± 91
sub5 10 0.08903 ± 0.00032 307 ± 72
sub6 40 0.08922 ± 0.00032 612 ± 69
sub7 9 0.09645 ± 0.00050 447 ± 111
sub8 27 0.08923 ± 0.00033 517 ± 71
sub9 8 0.09459 ± 0.00037 310 ± 83
sub10 16 0.09101 ± 0.00050 604 ± 110
sub11 9 0.08976 ± 0.00057 513 ± 128
sub12 6 0.09099 ± 0.00046 337 ± 106
sub13 16 0.08672 ± 0.00015 180 ± 32
sub14 8 0.09470 ± 0.00030 253 ± 67
sub15 7 0.08921 ± 0.00038 300 ± 86
sub16 6 0.08693 ± 0.00014 100 ± 31
sub17 6 0.09235 ± 0.00022 160 ± 50
sub18 6 0.08440 ± 0.00019 136 ± 43
sub19 6 0.08614 ± 0.00046 335 ± 106
sub00 94 0.09041 ± 0.00020 591 ± 43
sub01 11 0.08601 ± 0.00031 308 ± 68
sub02 8 0.09547 ± 0.00056 478 ± 127
sub03 7 0.08636 ± 0.00094 748 ± 216
sub04 7 0.08911 ± 0.00038 302 ± 87
sub05 6 0.08952 ± 0.00047 344 ± 108
velocity dispersion σilocal is compared with the mean velocity
v and velocity dispersion σ of the N members of the entire
cluster. We thus define a local kinematic deviation for each
cluster member
δ2i =
Nlocal + 1
σ2
[(vilocal − v)2 + (σilocal − σ)2] . (1)
The cumulative deviation ∆ = Σiδi is used as the test statis-
tic to quantify the statistical significance of the presence of
substructures. For a cluster with a Gaussian distribution of
the member velocities, ∆ is close to N. If the velocity dis-
tribution deviates from a Gaussian, ∆ could vary significantly
from N, either with or without substructures. Therefore, the
statistical significance of the presence of substructures can be
quantified by the ratio p ≡ N(∆simu > ∆obs)/Nsimu, where
∆simu is the value of ∆ estimated in Nsimu Monte Carlo sim-
ulations where the velocities of the galaxies are randomly
shuffled while the galaxy celestial coordinates are kept fixed,
and N(∆simu > ∆obs) is the number of simulations where
∆simu > ∆obs, where ∆obs is the value obtained from the origi-
nal data set. A small p thus suggests a significant presence of
substructures.
We apply the DS test to our A2142 catalog. With N = 1067
and Nlocal = 33, we obtain ∆obs/N = 1.46. We run Nsimu =
10000 simulations and obtain p = 0.001, which strongly in-
dicates the existence of substructures. Figure 8 shows the δi
of each cluster member on the plane of the sky. The radius of
each circle is proportional to eδi . Blue and red circles repre-
sent galaxies with smaller and larger peculiar velocities with
respect to the cluster mean velocity respectively. The cluster-
ing of circles with similar radii therefore suggests the pres-
ence of substructures. We stress that the large circles close to
the edge of the field are unreliable, because the cluster out-
skirts are spectroscopically severely undersampled.
We now compare the results of theσ-plateau algorithm with
the DS analysis. The areas including all the members of each
substructure sub1–19, and sub01–05 are delimited by ellipses
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Fig. 6.— The upper panel shows the distribution on the sky of the A2142
substructures identified with the second threshold. The white contours and
grey scale of the background image show the X-ray surface brightness from
the combined X-ray observations of XMM (Tchernin et al. 2016)
. The middle and bottom panels show the velocity histograms of the
substructures and their best Gaussian fits. The black vertical line shows the
position of the mean redshift zavg = 0.08982 ± 0.00010 as a reference.
on Figure 8. We label sub1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 17, 18, and sub02:
they overlap clumps of circles derived from the DS analysis.
Sub5, the purple structure in the NE, also overlaps a DS struc-
ture, but it is less secure because it is on the border of the field
of view where the spectroscopic catalog is largely incomplete.
We note that the DS method looks for galaxy neighbors on
the plane of the sky; therefore, clumps of galaxies that might
be associated to real substructures might also contain cluster
members that have velocities close to the cluster mean veloc-
ity. This event can commonly result in clumps of galaxies that
are not plotted with the same color. A typical example is the
DS clump at (RA=239.460, δ=27.33) that overlaps sub1.
4. SPATIALLY-RESOLVED ICM REDSHIFT MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we investigate the dynamics of the ICM in
the center of the cluster with spatially resolved X-ray redshift
measurements. There are numerous observations of A2142
from XMM and Chandra. Since spatial resolution is crucial
in this work, we focus on the Chandra data. In the Chandra
data archive, we find seven observations available, as listed
in Table 3. For X-ray redshift measurements, we only se-
lect the three most recent observations taken with ACIS-S to
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 6 for the A2142 substructures identified with the
third threshold.
TABLE 3
List of XMM and Chandra observations of A2142.
CCD ObsID Exptime (ks) Date
EPIC 0111870101 35.5 2002-07-20
EPIC 0111870401 13.7 2002-09-08
EPIC 0674560201 59.4 2011-07-13
ACIS-S 1196 11.4 1999-09-04
ACIS-S 1228 12.1 1999-09-04
ACIS-I 5005 44.5 2005-04-13
ACIS-I 7692 5.0 2007-05-07
ACIS-S 15186 89.9 2014-01-19
ACIS-S 16564 44.5 2014-01-22
ACIS-S 16565 20.8 2014-01-24a
aThe three most recent observations we used for the X-ray redshift measure-
ments are highlighted.
minimize possible systematic errors deriving from different
calibrations. The total exposure time is 155.1 ks after data
processing. After examining the stacked image, we select a
circle of ∼3 arcmin for our spatially resolved spectral analy-
sis. The total number of net counts in the 0.5–10 keV energy
band within this region is ∼ 106.
Similarly to Liu et al. (2016), we apply the Contour Bin-
ning technique (Sanders 2006) to separate the cluster field of
view into independent regions based on the surface brightness
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Fig. 8.— Results of the DS analysis based on the 1067 member galaxies
identified by the 3σ clipping procedure on galaxy velocities. Blue and red
circles represent galaxies with velocities smaller and larger than the cluster
mean velocity respectively. The radius of each circle is proportional to eδi .
The ellipses mark the substructures identified with the σ-plateau algorithm.
The color of these substructures are the same as in Figure 6 and 7. We only
label with their names the substructure ellipses that overlap a clump of DS
circles. Grey contour levels in the center show the distribution of the X-ray
emission.
contours. In order to acquire a more reliable redshift measure-
ment in each region, we adopt a threshold of signal-to-noise
ratio S/N larger than that in Liu et al. (2016). We separate the
circle of 3 arcmin around the cluster center into 26 regions
with S/N larger than 200. Figure 9 shows the map of these
regions.
The spectra are fitted with Xspec v12.9.1 (Arnaud 1996) in
the 0.5–10 keV band. Because the chip S3 is entirely cov-
ered by the cluster emission, we extract the background from
the chip S1. We also check the background modeled from
the “blank sky” dataset, and find that the two results are con-
sistent. To model the X-ray emission from a projected re-
gion, we use the double-apec thermal plasma emission model
(Smith et al. 2001). The double-temperature thermal model is
helpful to reduce the possible bias in the measurement of the
iron line centroid due to the presence of unnoticed thermal
components along the line of sight (Liu et al. 2015). Galac-
tic absorption is described by the model tbabs (Wilms et al.
2000). The ICM temperature, the metallicity, the redshift, and
the normalization are all set unconstrained at the same time.
The redshifts of the two components in the model are always
linked. Considering the large parameter space to explore, for
the fitting we adopt a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
method. The chain is generated by the Goodman-Weare algo-
rithm (Jonathan Goodman 2010), with 10 walkers, 104 burn-
in steps and the total length of 106 steps. After the fitting,
chains are top-hat filtered according to the following ranges:
temperature from 0.1 keV to 25 keV, metallicity from 0.001
to 2, and redshift from 0.05 to 0.15. The best fit parame-
ters and their uncertainties are estimated from these filtered
chains. The best fit results of the regions are listed in Table 4.
We present our results in the form of a redshift map, shown
in Figure 10. Region 7 has a redshift uncertainty larger than
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Fig. 9.— The region map produced on the basis of the surface brightness
contours. The color bar denotes the serial number of the regions and has no
physical meaning.
TABLE 4
X-ray Fitting Results.
Region ID X-ray redshift Region ID X-ray redshift
00 0.0834+0.0007−0.0007 13 0.0906
+0.0051
−0.0031
01 0.0911+0.0015−0.0017 14 0.0862
+0.0022
−0.0049
02 0.0862+0.0075−0.0082 15 0.0849
+0.0015
−0.0004
03 0.0911+0.0011−0.0013 16 0.0972
+0.0020
−0.0085
04 0.0872+0.0025−0.0001 17 0.0892
+0.0032
−0.0007
05 0.0866+0.0019−0.0025 18 0.0954
+0.0040
−0.0023
06 0.0877+0.0055−0.0054 19 0.0845
+0.0008
−0.0022
07 0.0898+0.0184−0.0194 20 0.0920
+0.0016
−0.0034
08 0.0876+0.0073−0.0054 21 0.0852
+0.0032
−0.0016
09 0.0879+0.0015−0.0013 22 0.0913
+0.0016
−0.0017
10 0.0862+0.0016−0.0013 23 0.0897
+0.0035
−0.0033
11 0.0879+0.0055−0.0041 24 0.0876
+0.0011
−0.0015
12 0.0873+0.0011−0.0020 25 0.0931
+0.0030
−0.0029
0.01 and appears white. The most prominent feature emerg-
ing from the redshift map is that seven regions form an el-
liptical annulus, marked with the two black ellipses in Figure
10, with a mean redshift larger than its surrounding regions.
Specifically, its redshift is 0.0916 ± 0.0011. The velocity dif-
ference between the annulus and the cluster average is there-
fore 810 ± 330 km s−1. The emerging of this high-redshift
annulus appears to be consistent with the scenario where the
ICM is sloshing due to one or more perturbations. However,
the limited spatial resolution of the map implies that we can
only derive rough estimates of both the size and the redshift
of the annulus.
Additionally, we note that the cluster core is surrounded by
another high redshift annulus with redshift 0.0911 ± 0.0010.
The velocity difference between this annulus and the cluster
average is 660 ± 300kms−1. A possible interpration of this
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Fig. 10.— Redshift map of A2142. The color bar indicates the redshift
difference with respect to the average X-ray redshift zX = 0.0889 ± 0.0009.
The black ellipses roughly mark the elliptical annulus with redshift larger
than the surroundings.
feature is a small scale sloshing, that generates a “wave”-like
motion of the ICM. Alternatively, this feature could be the sig-
nature of the rotation of the cool core, which is an event also
suggested by the spiral-like structures observed in other clus-
ters (Lagana´ et al. 2010). Clearly, the projection effects and
the large systematic uncertainties in the X-ray redshift mea-
surements require deeper observations with the next genera-
tion X-ray bolometers to pin down the appropriate scenario.
5. WEAK LENSING DATA AND ANALYSIS
A2142 is among the seven nearby merging clusters targeted
by the Subaru weak-lensing analysis of Okabe & Umetsu
(2008), who performed a detailed comparison of the weak-
lensing mass distribution with the X-ray brightness and clus-
ter galaxy distributions. Umetsu et al. (2009) conducted a
combined weak-lensing and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect anal-
ysis of A2142, along with three other X-ray luminous clusters
targeted by the 7-element AMiBA project (Ho et al. 2009) to
determine the hot gas fractions in the clusters in combination
with X-ray temperatures. The Umetsu et al. (2009) weak-
lensing analysis of A2142 is based on the same Subaru images
as in Okabe & Umetsu (2008), but their improved method
of selecting blue+red background galaxies in g′RC color-
magnitude space increased the size of the background sample
by a factor of 4 relative to that of Okabe & Umetsu (2008).
With the improved background selection, Umetsu et al. (2009)
obtained a virial mass estimate of Mvir = 15.2+3.1−2.3 × 1014M
and a concentration of cvir = 5.5±1.1 (see their Table 4) from
tangential shear fitting assuming a spherical Navarro–Frenk–
White halo (Navarro et al. 1996, NFW hereafter).
Here we revisit the weak-lensing properties of A2142 by
performing a weak-lensing analysis using our most recent
shape measurement pipelines employed by the CLASH col-
laboration (Umetsu et al. 2014) and the LoCuSS collaboration
(Okabe & Smith 2016). We analyze the Subaru/Suprime-Cam
g′RC images reduced by Okabe & Umetsu (2008), and apply
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A2142 derived from our Subaru/Suprime-Cam weak-lensing observations,
shown in units of projected mass density. The thick-solid (red) line corre-
sponds to the best-fit NFW profile. The lower panel shows the 45◦ rotated
× component, which is consistent with a null signal within 2σ at all cluster
radii.
the same color-magnitude cuts as presented in Umetsu et al.
(2009) to select background galaxies. We use the Subaru RC-
band images for the shape measurement, as done in previous
work. Briefly summarizing, the key common feature in our
shape measurement pipelines is that only those galaxies de-
tected with sufficiently high significance are used to model
the isotropic point-spread-function correction as a function of
object size and magnitude (for details, see Umetsu et al. 2014;
Okabe & Smith 2016). For each galaxy, we apply a shear cal-
ibration factor, g → g/0.95, to account for the residual cor-
rection estimated using simulated Subaru/Suprime-Cam im-
ages (Umetsu et al. 2014; Okabe & Smith 2016). All galax-
ies with usable shape measurements are then matched with
those in the blue+red background samples. Our conserva-
tive selection criteria yield a mean surface number density
of ng ' 25 galaxies arcmin−2 for the weak-lensing-matched
background catalog, compared to ng ' 30 galaxies arcmin−2
found by Umetsu et al. (2009). We checked that our results
from the two different pipelines (Umetsu et al. 2014; Okabe
& Smith 2016) are robust and entirely consistent with each
other.
In Figure 11 we show the tangential reduced shear pro-
file in units of projected mass density, ∆Σ+(R) = Σcg+(R),
with Σc ' 5.5 × 1015MMpc−2 the critical surface mass
density for lensing and g+(R) the azimuthally averaged re-
duced tangential shear as a function of cluster-centric radius
R. We fit the ∆Σ+(R) profile with a spherical NFW halo
using log-uniform priors for M200c and c200c in the range
0.1 < M200c/(1015M h−1) < 10 and 0.1 < c200c < 10, where
h ≡ H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) = 0.704. The error analysis in-
cludes the contribution from cosmic noise due to the uncor-
related large scale structure projected along the line of sight
(Hoekstra 2003), as well as galaxy shape noise and measure-
ment errors. The mass and concentration parameters are con-
9strained as M200c = (13.0±2.7)×1014M and c200c = 4.1±0.8,
or Mvir = (16.1 ± 3.7) × 1014M and cvir = 5.5 ± 1.1, in good
agreement with the results of Umetsu et al. (2009). The un-
certainties are slightly larger than those estimated by Umetsu
et al. (2009), who did not account for the cosmic noise contri-
bution.
The mass estimated with the weak lensing analysis is
consistent with the mass profile estimated with the caustic
method, based on the amplitude of the caustics in the red-
shift diagram (Figure 5). The caustic method estimates the
radius r200 = 2.15 Mpc and the mass within r200, M200 =
(11.5± 3.7)× 1014M. This agreement confirms the results of
Geller et al. (2013), who show that, for a sample of 19 clus-
ters, the caustic and weak lensing masses within r200 agree to
within ∼ 30%, similarly to the early results of Diaferio et al.
(2005).
In Figure 12, we show the weak-lensing mass map of
A2142. The mass map is smoothed with a Gaussian of
FWHM = 1′.5. The mass map exhibits an extended structure
elongated along the northwest-southeast direction, consistent
with the direction of elongation of the X-ray emission. We
compare the mass map with the previous map reconstructed
from the old shape catalog (Okabe & Umetsu 2008). Since
the number density of background galaxies for this analysis is
slightly lower than that of the previous analysis, the Gaussian
FWHM used for the map is 1′.5, larger than that for the old
map (1′.0). Okabe & Umetsu (2008) found the main peak at
∼ 11σ and a possible substructure at ∼ 3σ in the northwest
region. The noise level was computed with the theoretical es-
timations from the number density and the variance of ellip-
ticity. Here, we find the main peak at ∼ 10σ and the northwest
substructure at ∼ 3.3σ. The noise is computed by the boot-
strap re-sampling with 3000 realizations using random ellip-
ticity catalog in order to conservatively evaluate a spatially-
dependent noise level caused by sparse galaxy distributions.
Although the techniques are revised from the previous study,
the overall mass distributions are similar to each other. In this
paper, we compare the new map with the distributions of the
substructures determined by the dynamical method.
6. COMBINED ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we combine the results of the above anal-
yses to attempt to draw a scenario of the internal structure
and dynamics of A2142. We also compare our results with
the previous results by Owers et al. (2011) and Einasto et al.
(2017), who use different methods to detect substructures in
A2142.
We first compare the optical substructures identified with
the σ-plateau algorithm with the ICM redshift map, as shown
in Figure 10. The ICM redshift map only covers the region
within 3 arcmin from the cluster center, so Figure 10 only
shows the substructures sub00 to sub03 identified with the
third threshold trimming the binary tree of A2142. Figure
10 does not show any clear correlation between the redshift
and spatial distributions of the optical substructures and the
ICM distribution and redshift. This result suggests that the
dynamics of the ICM in this region have decoupled from the
dynamics of the galaxies. This behaviour is not unexpected in
merging systems, because galaxies approximately behave like
collisionless components, unlike the ICM.
In Figure 12, we superimpose the substructures identified
by the σ-plateau algorithm on the weak-lensing mass map.
Figure 12 shows that the shape of the main halo of the mass
map and the distribution of the member galaxies of the clus-
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Fig. 12.— The weak-lensing mass map superimposed with the substructures
identified with the σ-plateau algorithm. The color code shows the weak-
lensing signal-to-noise ratio, namely the surface mass density in units of the
1σ reconstruction error.
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Fig. 13.— Substructures identified with the σ-plateau algorithm and with
other methods in the literature. S1–S7 shown as black circles show the lo-
cation and size of the substructures identified with the κ-test by Owers et al.
(2011). The dashed ellipses show the approximate location and size of the
structures identified by Einasto et al. (2017).
ter core sub00 are consistent with each other. Moreover, the
∼ 3.3σ excess in the weak-lensing signal, located ∼ 7′–8′
northwest of the cluster center, coincides with sub1. This
match supports the result of Okabe & Umetsu (2008), who
found that this northwest mass substructure is associated with
a slight excess of galaxies in the color-magnitude relation of
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the A2142 galaxies, lying ∼ 5′ ahead of the northwest edge
of the central X-ray core: we confirm that 6 out of the 12
members of sub1 do indeed belong to this group of galaxies
identified by Okabe & Umetsu (2008). Finally, we also find
marginally significant excesses in the weak-lensing map that
coincide with sub04, sub01, and sub2. These results demon-
strate that our σ-plateau substructure identification algorithm
can efficiently detect structures that are around the detection
limit of the weak-lensing signal.
Figure 13 compares the substructures identified with the σ-
plateau algorithm with the substructures identified in previ-
ous work. Owers et al. (2011) detect 7 substructures, S1–S7,
from the projected galaxy surface density distribution and a
κ-test on the local kinematics of the galaxies, where the κ-test
identifies kinematic substructures by comparing the local ve-
locity distribution to the global velocity distribution (Colless
& Dunn 1996). Open circles in Figure 13 show the location
and size of the substructures identified by Owers et al. (2011),
according to their Figure 12.
Einasto et al. (2017) identify four substructures, M1–M3
and C3, by analysing the position and velocities of member
galaxies with the mclust package, which is based on the anal-
ysis of a finite mixture of distributions, in which each mixture
component corresponds to a different subgroup. To provide a
qualitative impression of the location and size of these struc-
tures we plot four ellipses in Figure 13, according to the in-
formation that can be inferred by eye from Figure 4 and 6 of
Einasto et al. (2017).
We can see that sub1 overlaps S2 of Owers et al. (2011),
which is consistent with the most obvious DS substructure
(see Figure 8). Sub5 and sub11 coincide with substructure
M2 in Einasto et al. (2017). Our most prominent substruc-
ture sub6 on the northwest coincides with S3 and M3; sub6 is
also clearly detected by the DS analysis (Figure 8). Sub7 lies
within M1; we note that the rest of the galaxies associated
to M1 by Einasto et al. (2017) are identified as substructure
members by neither Owers et al. (2011) nor our σ-plateau al-
gorithm. Sub10 overlaps S7. Sub13 overlaps S4 and the com-
ponent C3 of Einasto et al. (2017) (see their figure 4). Sub17
and sub18 overlap S5 and also appear as clumps of the DS
analysis.
All the remaining substructures, except sub8, that are iden-
tified by the σ-plateau algorithm and do not have a corre-
spondence with substructures from previous analyses, have
14 members at most, indicating that either the catalogues used
in previous analysis did not contain enough galaxies or these
structures, if they are not chance alignment of unrelated galax-
ies, are too poor to be reliably identified by other methods. We
conclude that, overall, this comparison shows a remarkably
agreement between the different substructure identifications.
As shown in Sect. 4, sub9 in the northeast of the cluster
is identified by both the DS method and the σ-plateau algo-
rithm. The circles associated to the galaxies according to the
DS method in that region of the sky (Figure 8) have both red
and blue colors: most of the red circles are members of sub9,
whereas the blue circles, that have redshift smaller than the
sub9 redshift, are not members of sub9. The X-ray images
from both XMM-Newton (Eckert et al. 2014) and Chandra
(Eckert et al. 2017) show the presence of a faint gas com-
ponent associated to this structure. For this X-ray emitting
gas, Eckert et al. (2014, 2017) determine an average temper-
ature of ∼1.4 keV, appropriate for a system with total mass
of ∼ 5.1 × 1013 M (Vikhlinin et al. 2006). According to
the analysis of Munari et al. (2013, 2014), this mass is con-
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Fig. 14.— The zoomed-in image of the substructure sub9. The SDSS RGB
image converted from i, r, g-band is superimposed with the X-ray contours of
the gas; the white circles are the members of sub9 according to the σ-plateau
algorithm. Five galaxies in the image are labeled G1–G5 as in Eckert et al.
(2017). G3 and G4 are confirmed to be members of sub9.
sistent with the mass suggested by the velocity dispersion of
310 km s−1 that we measure for the members of the optical
substructure. Figure 14 shows an optical image of sub9, with
the open white circles indicating its members according to the
σ-plateau algorithm. We also indicate the five galaxies, G1–
G5, associated by Eckert et al. (2014, 2017) to the clump of
hot gas. Our analysis confirms that G3, that we name BG5
in section 3.1, G4 and G5 are members of sub9. On the con-
trary, G1 and G2 are not members: in fact, G1 and G2 have a
velocity 1700 km s−1 smaller and 1130 km s−1 larger, respec-
tively, than the mean redshift of sub9. The redshift of sub9 –
z = 0.09459 – is significantly larger than the average redshift
of the cluster – z = 0.08982 – and shows that this system is
falling into the cluster at large speed.
We conclude that the optical substructure sub9 and the faint
X-ray clump originate from the same group that is currently
falling into the cluster: the ram pressure of the ICM acting
on the group gas, but not on its galaxy members, is a plausi-
ble explanation for the displacement on the sky between the
galaxies and the X-ray emission.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We investigate the dynamics of A2142 by comparing the
properties of the substructures in the galaxy distribution,
the line-of-sight velocity field of the ICM derived from the
spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy, and the weak-lensing
mass distribution. Our main results are as follows:
• Based on a new and extended catalog of spectroscopic
redshifts within ∼ 3.5 Mpc from the cluster center, we
identify a number of substructures with the σ-plateau
algorithm. The distribution of the substructures appears
consistent with results obtained with other methods, in-
cluding the DS method, the κ-test and the mclust algo-
rithm.
• Most substructures have a number of galaxy members
∼ 10 (see Table 2), indicating that there is no sign
of recent or ongoing major mergers and suggesting a
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scenario where the cold fronts observed in A2142 in
X-rays originate from core sloshing induced by minor
mergers.
• In the northeast outskirts, the galaxy substructure sub9
matches a falling gas clump observed in X-rays; the
slight displacement between the positions of the galax-
ies and the gas might be due to ram pressure on the hot
gas.
• The shape of the central substructure sub00 is consis-
tent with the projected weak lensing mass map. Several
substructures also coincide with the weak-lensing mass
excesses.
• With spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy based on
Chandra data, we measure the line-of-sight velocity dis-
tribution of the ICM within ∼ 0.35 Mpc from the cluster
center. We find an annulus near the X-ray cold fronts
with redshift significantly larger than the surroundings,
corresponding to a velocity 810 ± 330km s−1 larger
than the cluster mean velocity. We also find that the
core is surrounded by high redshift gas, with a velocity
660 ± 300km s−1 larger than the cluster redshift. The
features we observe in the X-ray redshift map appear to
be consistent with the core-sloshing scenario suggested
in previous work.
Deeper photometric and spectroscopic observations of the
field can clearly provide more detailed and solid results. The
spatially resolved X-ray redshift measurements will improve
by advanced future X-ray bolometers. In particular, with
the X-ray IFU on board, the Advanced Telescope for High-
ENergy Astrophysics (Athena) will remarkably extend the ap-
plication of this method. Moreover, a more precise weak lens-
ing measurement of the projected mass distribution will be of
great help to confirm the relation between the total mass dis-
tribution and the galaxy substructures we find here.
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